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Conformation of NAD+ Bound to Yeast and Horse Liver
Alcohol Dehydrogenase in Solution
The Use of the Proton-Proton Transferred Nuclear
Overhauser Enhancement

The glycosidic

bond torsion angles and the conformations

of the two riboses of

NAD’ bound to yeast and horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase in solution have been
determined by a novel method involving the measurement of proton-proton
transferred nuclear Overhauser enhancements by ‘H-nuclear magnetic resonance.
In both cases the conformation of the-a8eirosine and nicotinamide ribose is 3’-endo
of the N type. The conformations about both glycosidic bonds are anti with xA
(0-4’-C-l’-N-9-C-4)
- 270” and 240” for yeast and horse liver alcohol
dehydrogenase, respectively, and xN (O-4’-C-l’-N-1-C-2)
- 240” for both yeast
and horse liver

X-ray

alcohol

crystallographic

dehydrogenase.

studies

of coenzymes

and coenzyme

fragments

bound

to a

number of dehydrogenases have shown that one of the common qualitative features
is an anti-conformation
about both the adenosine and nicotinamide glycosidic
bonds (Webb et al., 1973; Chandrasekhar et al., 1973; Abdallah et al., 1975; White et
al., 1976; Samama et al., 1977; Grau et al., 1981). However, there are quite
substantial differences in the actual values of the glycosidic bond torsion angles
ranging from xA = 235” to 280” and xN = 200” to 270” for the adenosine and
nicotinamide
glycosidic bonds respectively?.
In the present study we have
determined the glycosidic bond torsion angles and the conformations of the two
riboses of NAD+ bound to horse liver and yeast alcohol dehydrogenase in solution
by a novel method involving
the measurement of proton-proton
transferred
nuclear Overhauser enhancements by ‘H-nuclear magnetic resonance. In both
cases no crystallographic
data are available.
The proton-proton
nuclear Overhauser
enhancement
is the most direct nuclear
magnetic resonance method of conformational analysis in solution as it can be used
to demonstrate the proximity in space of two protons and to determine the distance
between

them

(for an extensive

review,

see Noggle

& Schirmer,

1971). NOES

techniques have been applied extensively to the conformational analysis of small
molecules and more recently of small proteins (see, for example, Schirmer et al.,
1972; Jones et al., 1978; Krishna et al., 1978; Hart, 1978; Albrand et al., 1979:
t The convention used for defining x is the standard one adopted by Davies (1978): x., = 0-4,-C-1,-NY-C-4 and xN = O-4’-C-l’-N-l-C-2.
x is related to the angle x’ defined by Amott & Hukins (1969) and
adopted by most crystallographers
by the relation x = 360 -x’.
1 Abbreviations
used: NOE. nuclear Overhauser enhancements; TRNOE, transferred nuclear
Overhauner enhancements.
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Poulsen et al., 1980; Kuo & Gibbon, 1980; Wagner et al., 1981; Kumar et al., 1981).
In a non-exchanging system, the magnitude of the proton-proton
NOE obtained
on irradiating the resonance of proton j for a duration t -+ co and observing the
intensity of the resonance of proton i is given by (Ii, -Ii, )/Ii, = - oij/pi where Ii,
and Ii, are the intensities of the resonance of proton i before and after irradiation
of the resonance of proton j, aij is the cross relaxation rate relating to the transfer of
magnetisation between the two protons i and j, and pi is the total spin-lattice
relaxation rate of proton i. Quantitative conformational analysis can be obtained
because oij is inversely proportional to rij6) the sixth power of the distance between
the two protons. Consequently, the ratio of two distances rij/rik can be obtained
from the ratio of the NOE values from protons k and j to proton i, rL’it/il;ij, from the
relation rij/rik = (~~~/cr~~)l’~= (NiJNij)“6,
providing tumbling of the molecule
is isotropic and the two distance vectors are described by the same correlation time.
For small ligand molecules with very short correlation times (T= < lo-”
s) for,
which ~7, < 1, positive proton-proton
NOE values will be observed with a
maximum value of + 05 : for protein-ligand complexes with long correlation times
(TV> 10e8 s) for which ~7, + 1. negative proton-proton
NOE values will be
observed with a maximum value of - 1.0.
The proton-proton
TRNOE involves the extension of NOE measurements to
exchanging systems such as protein-ligand
complexes which can be described by
the simple scheme E + L=EL
where E and L are the free protein and ligand
respectively, and EL is the protein-ligand
complex. The principles and theory of
the TRNOE have recently been discussed in detail (Clore & Gronenborn.
1982) and will only be summarised briefly here. The basis of the TRNOE
concerning cross relaxation
involves the transfer of magnetic information
between two bound ligand protons from the bound state to the free state by
chemical exchange between the free and bound ligand so that negative TRNOE
values on the easily detectable free or averaged ligand resonances? may be seen
following irradiation of other ligand resonances (free, bound or averaged), thus
conveying information on the proximity in space of bound ligand protons. The
TRNOE technique is ideally suited to study conformations of small ligands bound
to very large proteins as (1) it does not require the observation of individual protein
or bound ligand resonances, and (2) its normalised magnitude increases as the
molecular weight of the protein increases, reaching its maximum value when
(I - a)pB $ apF and k > 1000 pF, where pF and pe are the tota,l spin-lattice relaxation
rates (i.e. including cross relaxation terms) of the proton of interest in the free and
bound states, respectively, a is the mole fraction of free ligand, and k the chemical
exchange rate between free and bound states.
NAD+ binds weakly (K, 5 2 x lo3 M-’ ; Subramanian & Ross, 1977) to both
yeast and horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase and exchange between free and bound
NAD+ is fast on the chemical shift scale so that only a single set of averaged ligand
resonances is seen. Thus, the TRNOE experiments involve irradiation of one
t When chemical exchange between the free and bound ligand is slow on the chemical shift scale, two
distinct sets of ligand Esonances will be observed, one for the free ligand and the other for the bound
ligand. When, however. chemical exchange is fast on the chemical shift scale, only a single set of
averaged ligand resonances will be observed.
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region of the 270 MHz ‘H-nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of 3.33 mMSAD+ in the presence of 0076 mM-yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (corresponding to 630 mM in NAD’
binding sites): trace a, control irradiation at 3.25 p.p.m. (parts per million); trace b, irradiation of the
H, 1’ sugar resonance at 226 p.p.m. ; trace c, spectrum b minus spectrum a. The free and bound states of
NAD+ are in fast exchange on the chemical shift scale so that there is only a single set of averaged ligand
resonances whose positions, under these experimental conditions. are approximately
at the positions of
the corresponding resonances in free NAD+
Conditions of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy : ‘H-nuclear magentic resonance spectra were
obtained at 270 MHz using a Bruker WH 270 spectrometer in the Fourier transform mode with the pulse
sequence (tr - t, -,/Z-AT),
where the selective irradiation at a chosen frequency was applied during
the time interval 1, (05 s), t, is a short delay (2 ms) to allow for electronic recovery after removal of the
selective irradiation, and A!!’ is the acquisition time (0487 s). 500 transients, obtained by quadrature
detection with 4096 data points for a spectral width of 4.2 KHz, were averaged for each spectrum.
Before Fourier transformation,
the free induction decay was multiplied by an exponential equivalent to
a line broadening of 2 Hz. Chemical shifts are expressed relative to internal (1 mM) dioxan (3.71 p.p.m.
downfield
from 2,2 dimethyl
silapentane-5sulphonate).
The sample temperature
was 20°C.
Experimental
conditions: yeast and horse liver alcohol dehydrogenases were purchased from Sigma
Chemicals Co. Ltd. After extensive dialysis against 20 mM-potassium phosphate (pH* 7.0) (meter
reading uncorrected for the isotope effect on the glass electrode) in DZO. the solutions were clarified by
centrifugation
and used without further purification. NAD+ was also obtained from Sigma Chemirals
Co. Ltd. lyophilised from D20. and used without further purification. 411 chemicals used were of t,hr
highest purity commercially available.

averaged ligand resonance and monitoring
the intensities
of the others. Figure 1
illustrates
such an experiment
for the NAD’-yeast
alcohol dehydrogenase
system.
At an approximately
tenfold molar excess of free over bound NAD+,
a large
negative
TRNOE
of -35%
is seen on the resonance of the 2 proton of the
nicotinamide
ring (H,2) following irradiation
of the 1’ proton of the nicotinamide
sugar ring (Hnl’). This effect is highly specific, and therefore excludes a non-specific

TABLE

TR*VOE

measurements

1

on the adenine moiety of ,VA D+ in the presence of horse liver
and yeast alcohol dehydrogenase
y,, TRNOE:

Irradiated
resonance
H,l’
H,2’
H,3’
HA5’/HA5”b
Conformation about
the adenosine
glycosidic bond
‘H 8-H 2”‘H -H 3’
‘H~~H~2’“H~8-~,5’/H.5”t
x*(0-4’-C-l’-N-4-C-4)
Adenosine ribose

Horse liver ADH
(M, = 80,ooo)

Observed
resonance
H.48
H*8
HA8
H*8

Yeast ADH
(M, = 15O.oOO)

0
- 20
- 9
-7

0
-42
-21
- 0

Anti
086
084
- 240’
3’.endo

Anti
OSI
0.77
- 270
Cendo

Normalised magnitude of the TRNOE values measured on the resonance of the HA8 proton of the
adenine ring following irradiation of the resonance of the adenosine sugar protons in the presence of
horse liver and yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). together with the distance ratios, values of the
glycosidic bond torsion angle and conformation of the adenosine ribose of bound NAD+. TRNOE
measurements were carried out systematically
at 20 Hz intervals throughout the entire sugar proton
region of the spectrum, using the pulse sequence given in the legend to Fig. 1. The ratio of the
concentration of free to bound NAD’ was approx. 10.
No TRNOE values were detected on the resonance of the H,2 proton of the adenine ring following
irradiation of any of the adenosine sugar proton resonances.
t The resonance of the H,5’ and H,5” sugar protons are superimposed so that we cannot distinguish
whether the TRNOE to the HA8 proton arises from the H,5’ or H,5” proton.

TABLE

TRNOE

measurements

2

011the nicotinamide
moiety of’ IVA 1)’ in the presewe
liver and yeast alcohol dehydrogenase

oj horse

y. TRNOE
Irradiated
resonance
H,l’
H,2’
H,3’
H&‘/H&’
Conformation
about the
nicotinamide
glycosidic bond
xN(o-4’~C-I’- S-I -C-2)
Nicotinamide ribose

Observed
resonance

Horse liver ADH
(M, = 80.ooo)

Yeast ADH
(M, = 150.000)

I-h2
HN6
HN6
w

-13

-35

0
- 15
0

-39

Anti
- 240

Anti
- 240

3’.mdo

:I’-mdo

0
0

Normal&xl magnitude of the TRNOE values measured on the resonance of the H,2 and H,6 protons
of the nicotinamide ring following irradiation of the resonances of the nicotinamide sugar protons in the
presence of horse liver and yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). together with the values of the
glycosidic bond torsion angle and the configuration of the nicotinamide ribose for bound NAD+ deduced
from them. TRNOE measurements were carried out systematically at 20 Hz intervals throughout t,he
entire sugar proton region of the spectrum, using the pulse sequence given in the legend to Fig. I. The
ratio of the concentration of free to bound NAD+ was approx. 10.
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spin diffusion mechanism. The results of TRNOE experiments carried out by
systematic irradiation at 20 Hz intervals throughout the entire sugar proton region
of the spectrum, are summarised in Tables 1 and 2 for the adenosine and
nicotinamide moieties of NAD+ , respectively. For the complexes of NAD+ with
both yeast and horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase, it is clear that the conformations
of the glycosidic bonds of the adenosine and nicotinamide rings are entirely anti, as
the only TRNOE values observed in the case of the adenosine moiety are from the
H,2’, H,3’ and H,5’/H,5”
protons of the adenosine sugar to the H,8 proton of the
adenine ring, and in the case of the nicotinamide moiety from the H,l’ and H,3’
sugar protons to the HN2 and HN6 protons of the nicotinamide ring, respectively.
Quantitative
determination of distance ratios may be obtained by taking the
sixth root of the inverse ratio of the TRNOE values observed from two protons to
a third proton providing the condition laarl < l(1 -a)usl is satisfied, where UF and
0s are the cross relaxation rates between the relevant pairs of protons in the free
and bound states, respectively, and a is the mole fraction of free ligand, and
the assumption of a single correlation time for the two distance vectors is made
(Clore & Gronenborn,
1982). Under our experimental
conditions no NOE
values were observed for free NAD+, either alone or in the presence of denatured
yeast or horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase in 3 iw-guanidinium chloride, so that the
above condition is satisfied. From the distance ratios the glycosidic bond torsion
angle and the ribose conformation can be determined by model-building. For both
yeast and horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase, the calculated distances ratios are
only consistent with a 3’-endo conformation of the N type for the adenosine ribose.
and the values obtained for xA are 270” and 240”, respectively (see Table 1).
Moreover, from the observation of a TRNOE from the H,5’/H,5”
sugar proton(s)
to the HA8 proton, we deduce that the conformation about the C-4’-C-5’ bond of
the ribose is either gauche-trans or trans-gauche (we cannot distinguish between
these two possibilities
as the resonances of the H,5’/H,5”
protons are
superimposed). These findings are consistent with all the available crystallographic
data on coenzymes and coenzyme fragments bound to dehydrogenases.
In the case of the nicotinamide moiety, distance ratios could not be calculated as
only a single TRNOE was observed to both the H,2 and HN6 protons of the
nicotinamide ring. However, model-building
shows that for a TRNOE to be
observed from the H,3’ sugar proton (but not the HN2’ and H,5’/HN5” protons) to
the H,6 proton, the conformation of the ribose must be 3’-endo of the N type, and
given the observation of a TRNOE from the H, 1’ sugar proton to the H,2 proton,
the value of XN has to be approximately 240” (see Table 2). It is interesting to note
that the 3’-endo conformation of the N type for the nicotinamide ribose of NAD+
bound to horse liver and yeast alcohol dehydrogenase deduced from these
experiments is the same as that obtained by X-ray crystallography
for NADc
bound to lactate dehydrogenase (Chandrasekhar et al., 1973; White et al., 1976), but
contrasts to the 2’.endo conformation of the S type for NAD+ bound to malate
dehydrogenase (Webb et al., 1973).
In our view the power of TRNOE measurements demonstrated here lies in its
ability to determine rapidly and with ease the conformations of mono- and
dinucleotides bound to large proteins in solution. However, this new technique does
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not in any way replace X-ray crystallographic
measurements
which are able to
determine the entire three-dimensional
structure of such ligand-protein
complexes.
Nevertheless,
the TRNOE measured by ‘H-nuclear
magnetic resonance provides a
powerful tool supplementing
crystallographic
studies, particularly
in cases where
crystal
data are not available
(as in the two cases considered
here), or in
comparative
studies of ligand-protein
complexes with an array of modified ligands.
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